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This research aims to unfold the mass exchange mechanism of water and soil on the soil
surface in the rainfall splash erosion process.We regard the rainfall splash erosion process as a
collision process between the raindrop and the soil particle on the soil interface. This
recognition allows us to incorporate research approaches from the spring vibrator model,
which has been developed for simulating the impact of liquid drops on solid surface.We further
argue that because a same set of factors determine the splash amount and infiltration amount
and it is relatively simpler to observe the infiltration amount, an investigation into the relationship
between the splash amount and infiltration amount would be able to provide a new channel for
quantifying the splash erosion. This recognition leads us to examining the relationship between
single raindrop, rainfall kinetic energy and splash erosion from both theoretical and empirical
angles, with an emphasis on the relationship between the infiltration amount and the splash
erosion. Such an investigation would add value to the collective effort to establish mass
exchange law in water-soil interface during rainfall splash erosion. It is found that during the
rainfall splash process, the splash erosion is proportional to the rainfall kinetic energy; and has a
linear relation to the infiltration amount, with the rainfall intensity as one of important parameters
and the slope depending on the unit conversation of the infiltration amount and the splash
erosion. If the units of two items are same, the slope is the ratio of the soil and water density,
and the splash erosion velocity of the rainfall is half of the rainfall terminal velocity. The single
raindrop kinetic energy and the splash erosion have a quadratic parabola relation, and the
splash velocity is about 1/3 of single raindrop terminal velocity.
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INTRODUCTION

Rainfall splash is mainly composed of rainfall, infiltration and splash factors. There has been a better
understanding of the relationship between rainfall and infiltration than that between rainfall and splash
in the literature (Li et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2015). One of the current research trends on the latter
relationship is to establish the statistical relationship between splash erosion rate or amount and the
characteristics of rainfall and earth surface. Publications in this stream of research use statistical
regression and dimension analysis to deal with the experiment data, and some of them apply the force
analysis and the momentum theorem without considering the momentum loss (Li et al., 2011). The
studies on the relationship between the infiltration amount and the splash erosion are confined into
experimental analysis. However, the regression results of such experimental analysis vary with
experiment conditions. In addition, the theoretical analysis model of the relation has not yet been
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established (Sun, 1997; Wang et al., 2015). There is an urgent need
to advance both theoretical and empirical researches about the
relationship across the splash erosion, rainfall and infiltration
amount, as well as the mechanism of splash erosion mechanics.

It is widely recognized that the splash erosion mainly depends
on the characteristics of earth surface and rainfall. The former
includes slope, canopy vegetation and soil layer formation, and
the latter includes rainfall, rain intensity, rainfall energy,
raindrop’s diameter, raindrop’s velocity and rainfall duration,
etc., (Sun, 1997; Wang et al., 2015).

A large number of experimental tests have been done to
quantify the relationship between characteristics of earth
surface and splash erosion, including studies on the effect of
different diameter of aggregate on the loessal soil splash erosion
velocity (Hu, 2015); the relationship among the soil initial
moisture content, the red earth splash erosion and the
moisture content of early stage corresponding to the raindrop
splash amount with constant soil bulk density 1.2g/cm3 (Zhao
et al., 2003; Ma et al., 2014); the influence of the changing grain
size of red earth aggregate on the splash (Ma et al., 2013); the
influence of purple soil, loess and chernozen soil crust on the
splash, and the time history of the splash erosion (Bu et al., 2014);
and the influence of bulk density, porosity, angle of internal
friction, cohesion, and the soil particle size distribution on splash
erosion rate after mixing different quality of silty clay, sand clay
and sand (Wei et al., 2015). In the case of calcareous soil surface,
compared with the influences caused by shear strength (SS), mean
weight diameter (MWD), organic matter (OM), calcium
carbonate, clay content, silt and sand fraction estimation,
Saedi et al. (2016)argue that SS, MWD are the key indicators
of the splash erosion. Based on the monitoring data of natural
rainfall splash erosion across different soil types in NE Spain,
Angulo et al. (2012)find that the splash erosion has little
difference across different soil types.

Similarly, there also a large body of empirical researches to assess
the influence of rainfall characteristics on the splash erosion. For
example, based on indoor artificial rainfall experiments, Yin et al.
(2011) regress the raindrop splash erosion on distance, the surface
layer thickness, and raindrop kinetic energy and find that the kinetic
energy increases with the splash erosion amount; Zheng et al. (2016)
established statistical relationships between disturbance water-course
thickness and sediment splash erosion under the condition of single
and multiple raindrop splash with different soil types such as soil,
loess and chernozen soil. Based on outdoor artificial rainfall
experiments, Cheng et al. (2015) showed that the fine sand with
the grain diameter 0.05–0.2 mm was most vulnerable to splash
erosion, while the small size with the grain diameter less than
0.002mm and the large size with the grain diameter larger than
0.2 mm were not easy to be splashed. They drawed conclusion that
the splash erosion amount had an exponential relationship with the
rainfall intensity and a linear relationship with the rainfall kinetic
energy; and the splash rate had an exponential relationship with the
duration of rainfall and a negative exponential relationship with the
distance of the splash erosion. Qin et al. (2014) carried out splash
tests with the raindrops generator and their experiment results show
that, if the raindrop kinetic energy is less than 0.0674 × 10−3 J, there is
no splash erosion being produced, and that the splash erosion grows

linearly with the raindrop kinetic energy within a certain range of
raindrop diameter. The results of the indoor artificial rainfall
experiments reported in Hu et al. (2016) indicate that the critical
energy of the splash erosion is 3∼ 6Jm−2mm−1;each of the uphill,
downhill, net, total splash erosion amounts has a power function
relation with the rainfall energy, respectively, whereas the side-slope
splash erosion has a quadratic polynomial relation with the rainfall
energy.Majid et al. (2016) conducted outdoor runoff plot experiment
to investigate the plausible relationship between the splash erosion
and the runoff erosion under different rainfall intensities and slopes.

In this paper, we will analyze the mass exchange mechanism on
the soil surface based on the concept of energy balance and with the
assistance of the spring damping model (Zhou et al., 2012). We
regard the rainfall splash erosion process as a collision process
between the raindrop and the soil particle on the soil interface.
This recognition allows us to incorporate research approaches from
the spring model, which has been developed for analyzing collision
process between solid and solid objects, and between liquid and solid
objects; from the spring vibratormodel, which has been developed for
explaining the process of the droplets impacting the super-
hydrophobic surface (Miao et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2010); and the
mass-spring model, which has been developed for simulating the
impact of liquid drops on solid surface (Zang et al., 2015). In addition,
because a same set of factors determine the splash amount and
infiltration amount, and it is relatively simpler to observe the
infiltration amount, an investigation into the relationship between
the splash amount and infiltration amount would be able to provide a
new channel for quantifying the splash erosion. This recognition
leads us to examining the relationship between single raindrop,
rainfall kinetic energy and splash erosion from both theoretical
and empirical angles, with an emphasis on the relationship
between the infiltration amount and the splash erosion. Such an
investigation would add value to the collective effort to establish mass
exchange law in water-soil interface during rainfall splash erosion.

RAINDROP KINETIC ENERGY MODEL

Equivalent Spring DampingModel Based on
Energy Balance
Spring damping method treats the collision process as a
continuous dynamics problem, and thus regarding the contact
force being equivalent to a spring damping model. Based on the
Hunt’s assumption, energy is dissipated during the collision. The
hysteretic damping coefficient and the relationship between the
two speeds before and after the collision are determined by the
energy balance relationship. With the assistance of Newton
recovery coefficient e, the kinetic energy loss is calculated
according to Eq. 1 (Zhang et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2016):

ΔE � 1
2

m1m2

m1 +m2
(v1 − v20)2(1 − e2) (1)

Where ΔE is kinetic energy loss(J),m1,v1 are the mass (kg) and the
terminal velocity (m/s) of the raindrops, respectively, m2, v20 are
the mass (kg) and the splash speed (m/s)of the soil particles,
respectively; e is newton’s coefficient of restitution(unitless).
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The Relationship Between Single Raindrop
Kinetic Energy and Splash Erosion Amount
In general, the collision process is composed of compaction and
recover phases. In the compaction phase, raindrops generate
deformation along the normal line of the contact surface, until
the relative speed decreases to zero, when the relative deformation
reaches maximum. Subsequently parts of raindrops adhere to the
soil particle, other raindrops separate from the soil particle, and at
this moment, the collision process finishes. The following section
will analyze the scenario under which the soil surface slope
is zero.

Since the soil particle is hydrophilic, the Newton recovery
coefficient equals to zero, therefore the kinetic energy loss of the
rainfall splash erosion system is shown during the collision
process as follow:

ΔE � 1
2

m1m2

m1 +m2
(v1 − v20)2 (2)

Assuming that there is no rebounding after the raindrops collide
with the soil particle, meaning that v20 (m/s) equals to 0. For
convenience of analysis, the kinetic energy of the raindrops is
taken as E(J), the mass of the soil particle after splash erosion is
M2 (kg), which includes the mass of the attached water, and the
splash speed is v2 (m/s). Combining kinetic energy theorem with
Eq. 1, we have

1
2

m1M2

m1 +M2
v21 �

1
2
m1v

2
1 −

1
2
M2v

2
2 (3)

M2E � (E − 1
2
M2v

2
2)(m1 +M2)

E � 1
2
M2v

2
2 +

1
2
M2

2

m1
v22 (4)

Eq. 4 demonstrates that the relationship between the kinetic
energy of single raindrop and splash erosion is quadratic
parabola, the coefficient depends on the splash speed and the
rainfall capacity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Relationship Between the Single
Raindrops Terminal Velocity and the Soil
Particle Splash Speed
There is little literature on the relationship between the raindrops
speed and the soil particle splash speed during the collision
process. When the single raindrop collides with the liquid wall
surface with certain depth, the speeds of single raindrop before
and after the collision present a linear relation according to (Song
et al., 2013). Thus the quantitative relation between the speeds of
a raindrop and the soil particle is v1 � kv2.

Table 1 demonstrates that the raindrops terminal speed and
the coefficient with different diameter, if v1 � 3v2, the coefficient
of M2

2 in Eq. 4 is about 120.0～240.0, which coincide with the
value 146.4–250.8 (Angulo et al., 2012).

Collision Model of Rainfall Flow on Slope
Because of the diversity of the size distribution of the raindrops
and of the landing speed of the raindrops group, it is highly
necessary to analyze the relationship between the splash erosion,
the kinetic energy of the raindrops and the infiltration. In
addition, it is of great importance to understand the splash
erosion generated by the rainfall. Now, take the rainfall
raindrops as a whole, the kinetic physical model of the rainfall
can be constructed based on the concept of the rainfall flow
proposed by Wang (Wang et al., 2005), to verify the feasibility
of Eq. 3.

The Relationship Between the Rainfall Flow
Mean Kinetic Energy and the Splash
Erosion
According to the physical model presented byWang (Wang et al.,
2005), the average terminal velocity of the rainfall flow is
expressed by

vd � I

k1(C1 + C2I) (5)

Where k1 is the unit conversion factor, k1 � 60,000; I represents
the rainfall intensity(mm/min).

The mass of the rainfall flow (m1, with the unit kg/m3) is

m1 � ρw
C1 + C2I

(6)

Where ρw is the density of water (kg/m3); C1 represents the
volume ratio of the rainfall critical raindrops group (mm3/mm3);
C2 is the coefficient of rainfall intensity effect, which stands for the
volume ratio increment of the rainfall raindrops group caused by
adding one unit rainfall intensity (min/mm). If 15 times test
rainfall intensity is 0.492–3.694 mm/min, the average terminal
velocity of the rainfall is 5.276–5.766 m/s, C1 and C2 are
determined as 1.52519 × 10−7, 2.84913 × 10−6 by experiment,
respectively.

Combined with the rainfall intensity presented by Cheng
(Cheng et al., 2015), the second item 1/m1 in the right of
equation is 10−3—10−4kg−1, which is 10−3–10−4 times of the
first item, therefore, the second item can be ignored, simplify
Eq. 4:

E � 1
2
M2v

2
2 (7)

TABLE 1 | Comparison of the single raindrops terminal velocity and the coefficient
with different raindrops diameter.

Raindrops diameter (mm) Raindrops terminal velocity
(m/s)

1
2

v22
m1

3.07 8.09 240.0
3.28 8.26 205.2
3.38 8.34 191.1
3.65 8.53 158.8
3.86 8.66 138.4
4.09 8.79 120.0
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We can deem that it is linear proportional between the splash
erosion and the kinetic energy of the rainfall, which tally with the
literatures (Liu et al., 2011; Cheng et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2016;
Kinnell, 2019; Nives et al., 2021).

The Relationship Between Mean Terminal
Velocity of Rainfall Flow and the Soil
Particles Splash Speed
The terminal velocity of single raindrops with the diameter
1.8 mm is 6.09 m/s, which is larger than the average terminal
velocity of the rainfall flow, 5.276–5.766 m/s. Therefore, it is
necessary to verify the relationship between the average
terminal velocity of rainfall flow and the soil particles splash
speed. In order to compare with test data, convert Eq. 7 into:

M2 � 2
v22
E (8)

Table 2 shows the comparison of the coefficient of Eq. 8 by
calculating the average terminal velocity with the test rain
intensity presented by Cheng (Cheng et al., 2015). Take the
interplay between raindrops into consideration, there is vd � 2v2.

The rain splash erosion experiment selected 31.4, 67.2,
95.3 mm/h rainfall intensity, nine duration rainfalls (3, 6,
10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 min), and the test slope was
determined as 5. The splash erosion plate is made of steel
plate, with the inner diameter 100 cm, outer diameter 220 cm,
which is applied to measure the splash erosion quantity. The
datum of the up, down, left, right slope four azimuths splash
erosion quantity and the rainfall kinetic energy was analyzed
with regression analysis. As a result, the linear fitting results
are best shown in Table 3.

Compare the coefficient term of E in Table 3 with that of
Table 2, it can be seen that the average terminal velocity of the
rainfall is approximately twice of the speed of the splash particle.
Although there regresses different slopes, the coefficient of the
three rainfall intensities 31.4, 67.2 and 95.3 mm/h are 302.4,
274.1and 267.2, respectively, which is near to the coefficient of
the E item in Table 3, while there exists some difference with
the situation of the up and down slope, this may cause by the
influence of the position potential energy.

Relational Model of the Splash Erosion and
Infiltration Amount
Theoretical Relation Model
Because the relationship, which is of the splash erosion and the average
kinetic energy of single raindrop and of rainfall, accords with the
experiment, it is of rational to describe the splash erosion process with
the equivalent spring damping model based on the energy balance.
Now it would be right time to apply the proposedmodel to analyze the
relationship between the splash erosion and the infiltration amount.

Assumed that the rainfall was deducted the infiltration, the rest
raindrops and the soil particle were splashed together. Suppose the
mass of the splashed water is m1-f, according to the energy
conservation, the kinetic energy loss is the difference of the
kinetic energy of splash erosion born before and after the splash.

1
2
m1(m2 +m1 − f)
2m1 +m2 − f

v21 �
1
2
m1v

2
1 −

1
2
(m2 +m1 − f)v22 (9)

Simply Eq. 9, there is

v22f
2 − (3m1v

2
2 + 2m2v

2
2)f � −m2

2v
2
2 − 3m1m2v

2
2 +m2

1v
2
1 − 2m2

1

Further finishing:

v22(f −m2)2 − 3m1v
2
2(f −m2) +m2

1(v21 − 2) � 0

f −m2 � 3
2
m1 + 1

2v2
m1

�����������
9v22 − 4v21 + 8

√
(10)

Eq. 10 demonstrates that the relationship between the splash
erosion m2 and the infiltration amount f is linearly proportional.

There are several important points by analyzing Eq. 10:

1) The slope of the linear ration of the former two items is determined
by the unit conversion relation. Additionally,Eq. 10 provides a new
method for identifying the splash erosion amount.

2) The line intercept depends on the rainfall, raindrop terminal
velocity and the soil splash erosion velocity. While the
intercept is ultimately determined by the rainfall intensity
according to Eq. 5 and Eq. 6.

3) If 3
2m1> 1

2v2
m1

�����������
9v22 − 4v21 + 8

√
there is f > m2 and the average

terminal velocity of the rainfall v2>
�
2

√
, which shows that the

infiltration amount is larger than the splash erosion. Based on Eq.
5 and Eq. 6, the corresponding rainfall intensity is 0.017mm/min.
However, when the rainfall intensity is greater than 0.017mm/
min, the infiltration amount is larger than the splash erosion.

4) In the process of the individual rainfall splash, it can increase
the difference of the infiltration amount and the splash
erosion by decreasing the value v2, which is one of the
major measures to increase the surface roughness in practical.

5) In the rainfall process, there exists the mass exchange between
the infiltration and the splash erosion on the soil surface.

6) If the practical energy of the raindrop splash erosion is less
than the critical energy (Qin et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2016), there
will not generate the splash erosion, that is v2 � 0, Eq. 10 and
the above conclusions can be false.

Model Validation
The experiment soil is the loess soil collected from the Loess Hilly
and gully region, the northwest water Ansaichafang Experiment

TABLE 2 | Comparison of calculation and test results.

Rain intensity (mm/h) Mean terminal velocity
of rainfall flow

(m/s)

2
v22

26.4 5.057 312.8
31.4 5.307 302.4
43.7 5.274 287.6
51.2 5.326 282.0
67.2 5.402 274.1
77.0 5.431 271.2
95.3 5.473 267.1
117.0 5.505 264.0
136.0 5.526 262.0

M2with the unit kg, E with the unit Jin Eq. 7 and Eq. 8.
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Stationmountain range. The rainfall area is 2 m × 3m, the rainfall
intensity is 0.822, 1.090,1.468,1.757, 2.037 mm/min, the slope is
10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°. The soil equipment is a wooden box with
40 cm width, 35 cm height and 100 cm projected length. The wall
tops of the box are made into wedge-shaped, the bottom of the
box is drilled with many micropores with the diameter 2.5mm,
these micropores are designed in quincunx-shape in order to
simulate the natural channel. The other side of the box are
installed to observe the splash erosion (Wu et al., 1992).

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the infiltration
amount and the rainfall splash erosion.

The results manifest that the relationship presents a cluster of li
nes, different rainfall intensities correspond to different intercepts,
and the relationship mainly depends on the rainfall intensity,
which tally with Eq. 10, further verify that the rest raindrops
and the soil particles adhere each other and are splashed together.

The slopes of the five lines are 0.577–0.657, which can be
approximately as the reciprocal of the loessal soil density
1,500–1700 kg/m3. If convert the ordinate and abscissa, i.e. the
infiltration amount is the ordinate, the line slope just is the soil
density, which manifest that the slope is determined by the unit
conversion relationship. This conclusion also agrees with Eq. 10.

CONCLUSION

In summary, this paper clearly verified the relationships of single
raindrop, the average kinetic energy of the rainfall and the splash

erosion with the equivalent spring damper model based on some
relevant experiments datum, it comes out several major
conclusions as follow:

Basically reasonable the rainfall kinetic energy and the splash
erosion by the equivalent spring damping model in the process of
rainfall splash erosion, there exist the mass exchange of
infiltration and splash erosion on the soil surface, which
provides a new approach to identify the splash erosion. The
equivalent spring damping model is usefull to describe the
relationship between spatter amount and infiltration amount,
rainfall (flow) kinetic energy and spatter amount.

Under the condition of the rainfall splash erosion, it is a
linear relation between the splash erosion amount and the
infiltration amount, which slope is determined by the unit
conversion of two former items. If select the same units, the
slope is the ratio of the soil density and the water density. The
ratio is identified by rainfall mass, terminal velocity and the
splash erosion of soil particle, while these three parameters are
determined by the rain intensity in the end, and there have
different intercepts corresponding with different rain
intensities.

In the case of rainfall splash erosion, the kinetic energy of
rainfall is linearly proportional to the amount of splash
erosion, the rainfall terminal velocity is two times of the
soil erosionrate. If consider the single raindrop, the kinetic
energy and the splash erosion amount are quadric parabolic
relation, and the raindrop terminal velocity is three times of
the soil erosion rate.

These proposed results are summarized without considering
the influence of the position potential energy, however which has
little effect on the results, when dealing with the practical
problems, it can be considered specially.
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TABLE 3 | The fitting function between the splash erosion and the rainfall kinetic
energy of four azimuths.

Different azimuth Formula between splash
erosion and rainfall

kinetic energy

The correlation coefficients

Left slope M2 � 272.62E +1.0140 0.9711
Right slope M2 � 272.91E + 1.0254 0.968 5
Up slope M2 � 212.87E + 1.046 2 0.938 5
Downhill M2 � 349.49E + 1.106 0 0.958 3

M2with the unit g, E with the unit J in samples13.

FIGURE 1 | Experimental results of the relationship between rainfall
splash erosion amount and infiltration volume.
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